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Foreign Direct Investment 
1. Why direct investment ? 
chaired by 
Tadashi MURAI** 
• Investment climate (Business environment) 
• Inbound Investments 
• Outbound Investments→ comparative advantage 
• Experiences of outbound investment of participants? 
• Asian countries→ Asian community? (APEC, ASEAN) 
＊ 
• Centrally planned economies→ countries in transition→ EU(including Turkey) 
• Privatization→ positive list/negative list 
2. Requirements-I 
• Infrastructure 
• Country risk (Foreign Investment Law) 
• Localization/ nationalization/ creeping nationalization/ Inv es tmen t-dis tor ting measures/ 
N . l at10na treatment/Most-favoured-nation-treatment 
• Board of Investments/One stop agency 
• Employment of nationals : wages, labour law, social security law(pension) 
• Research and development requirements/training of local employees 
• Hollowing Qapan) increase unemployment in manufacturing sector 
• Establishment of legal systems, local remedies, Investment disputes, Consultation/ 
Amicable settlement/ conciliation/ arbitration/International chamber of commerce (See, 
Murai, Introduction of Asian Laws) 
• Concept of contract 
• Divestment in case of failures Qapan-Investment Guarantee, Trade insurance act, → 
risk hedge, coverage of political risk, emergency risk, financing of feasibility study, tax: 
reserve for oversea investments loss) 
3. Requirement-2 
• Transfer of technology―technology strategy of Japanese government 
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• Establishment of Intellectual Property. Law 
• From technology import country to technology export country 
• Legal protection of IPR-important experiences of technology exporter (licensor) 
• Lack of legal experts in the field of IPL 
• Royalty paid→ Royalty received 
• Development vs. Environment 
4. Requirement-3 
• Indirect investment (portfolio) 
• Financial revolution (Big Bang) 
• Treatment of Bad Debt of Financial Institutions after collapse of Bubbles in Japan 
• From investment of Financial safety assets (saving) to Financial risk taking assets 
(equity, debt, real estate, investment fund, Collective Investment scheme) 
• Diversity of Entities (Vehicles): S. P. C, S. P. T, Investment CorporationQ-REIT) 
• s . ecuntization 
• Export(Trade) Qapanese experiences→ See, Murai, Export Encouraging Tax Treat-
ment—GATT, WTO)→ Which country is absorber ? → Economic Zone, Export 
processing zone/Export performance requirements/local sales restrictions/Local content 
requirements 
・Japanesenew introduced financial special zone in Nago, Okinawa→ Dublin Dock, 
International Financial Service Centre) 
• Participants experiences of Financial Revolution ? 
• Holding of foreign currency (U. S Dollars, Euro, Yen) 
• Deregulation of Foreign Currency Exchange Act (Foreign exchange balancing require-
men ts) 
• Special Treatment of Taxation→ Pioneer industry /Tax holiday /Initial depreciation/ 
accelerated depreciation/Custom tarifs 
• Non-discrimination principle (between resident and non-resident) 
• Residents or Nationals, Citizens ? 
• Draw-back 
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Legal System related to Foreign Direct Investment 
Country Report Presentation Schedule 
February 20-21, 2003 
Feb. 20 (Thurs.) 
10: 30-11 : 30 Lecture by Prof. S. MAEKAWA 
1 : 30-11 : 40 Opening Address by Prof. MURAI 
(11:40-13:00 Break) 
Issues concerning presentations and discussions 
13 : 00-15 : 00 ① Why direct investment ? 
-Inbound investment 
-Outbound investment ?-relative advantage 
-Developing countries→ Asian Community? 
-Transit economy countries→ EU 
Turkey 
(15: 00-15: 20 Break) 
15 : 20-16 : 40 ② Requirement-I of Direct Investment 
-Infrastructure 
-Employment, human resources, harrowing 
-Establishment of legal system, remedies, concept of contracts 
-Divestment in case of failure 
Feb. 21 (Fri.) 
10 : 00-10 : 10 Prof. MURAI 
10: 10-12 : 10 ③ Requirement-2 of Direct Investment 
-Transfer of technology 
-Establishment of intellectual property law, especially patent law 
-Development vs. Environment 
(12: 10-13: 00 Break) 
13 : o-15 : 00 ④ Requirement-3 of Direct Investment 
-Indirect investment (portfolio)-financing 
-From indirect financing to direct financing Financial revolutions 
-Japanese e~perience-Financial special zone in Nago, Okinawa 
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-Export Qapanese experience)-Which country is absorber? Qapanese 
experience-GATT, WTO) 
-Holding of foreign currency (U. S dollar, Euro, Yen) 
-Tax advantages 
15 : 00-15 : 10 Closing Address by Prof. MURAI 
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Panelist 
Azerbaijan Mr. Rashad MUSTAFAYEV Azizaga 
Leading Specialist, Ministry of Economic Development 
Bosnia-Herzegovina Ms. BOZNIC Sanja Slobodan 
Chief of Cabinet, Council of Ministers of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic 
Relations 
Cambodia Ms. PHENG Supheap 
Deputy Director, Inter-Ministerial Coordination Depart-
ment, Cambodian Investment Board, Council for the 
Development of Cambodia 
Croatia Mr. RAOKOVIC lvo 
Adviser, Ministry of Economy 
India Mr. Gurunath Somarao KULKARNI 
Joint Managing Director, Karnataka Udyof Mita, Govern-
ment of Karnataka 
Indonesia Mr. Abdul Hanan Juba 
Division Head on Legal Formulation, Investment Coordi-
nating Coard 
Indonesia Mr. Ahmad Dading Gunadi 
Deputy Director for Business Climate, Directorate of 
Industry, Trade and Tourism, National Development 
Planning Agency 
Myanmar Ms. Daw Mya Sanda 
Staff Officer, Directorate of Investment and Company 
Ad . . . mm1s tra tion 
Saudi Arabia Mr. AL-ABDULLATIF Abdulrahmail Rashed 
Economic Advisor, Economic Affairs Department, Ministry 
of Finance and National Economy 
Turkey Mr. AYDIN Tankut 
Foreign Trade Expert, Undersecretariat of Foreign Trade, 
General Directorate of Iinports 
Turkey Ms. GURBUZER Selma 
Chief of Section, Turkish Treasury General Directorate of 
Foreign Investment 
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Investment Climate 
Professor Murai: o・irect investment by Japan to developing countries has 2 
typ~s. The first is big national projects. JICA, who has been financing those 
proJects, is one of the organizers. But today we'd like to discuss mainly another 
type direct investment, done at the level of private sector, Japanese companies. 
As you already know, Japanese economic is not growing now. For more than 
ten years we've lost our economy growth. Now the government is overcoming 
this situation, especially in the area of financial sector. The first question I 
want to discuss with you is about Japanese firms'interests in investment in your 
countries. But as Ms. Maekawa mentioned, Japanese direct investment has 
been decreasing while the number of withdrawal has been increasing. 
Outbound direct investment is firstly made because of competitiveness in 
price. Japanese firms have invested in foreign countries searching for competi-
tive advantage. I think al the participating countries have experienced 
outbound direct investment because of comparative advantage, much advantage 
in business climate. Have you already experienced not only inbound investment 
but also outbound investment? If so, my question is in which country or which 
sector have your country invested? Please give, if you could, a concrete 
example. Please speak frankly. 
India: We have invested a lot in software industry in U.S. A, where we have 
competitive edge because our labor is cheap. We could make a good name 
value in USA. More than a billion-dollar investment has been done in software 
technology. In Senegal and South African countries, transport sector, they have 
main investment. In some of South African countries, we have lots investment 
in upgrading the skil of man power. That is to setting up training institutions. 
We have made some investment in Sri Lanka. I don't know investment in 
Japan. The figures show that we have made some in Japan but I don't have 
examples. Traditionally we made enormous investment in USA as well as in 
Europe. 
Professor Murai: Y・d about ou ment10ne your experience in outbound invest-
ment, not only in developed country such as US but also in developing counties 
such as South African courtiers and Sri Lanka. In terms of competitiveness, 
why have you invested in US? Compared with business climate in India, have 
you had such comparative advantage in US? 
India: Contacts have been established between my country and US. Another 
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reason is we know their life-style. For example, gerukins, a kind of vegetable, 
which is exported more than 20-25 cloth of piece in one city in Bangladesh. 
Gerukins is small cocomas, used as pickles. And also for the purpose of 
education, we make contacts with US every year. Their life-style is well known, 
they are more open to us. If we know more about Japanese life-style, we would 
invest more in Japan. 
Professor Murai: Which sector have you invested in US? 
India: As I said, software and agriculture sectors. I have been in South Africa to 
set up training institutions. They need our assistance in upgrading their skil, 
especially in information technologies. 
Professor Murai: In case of outbound d" 1rect mvestment m developmg courtiers 
in South Africa or Sri Lanka, what is the competitive advantage? Is it only 
cheap labor ? 
India: They have a lot of resources, but they are not so much advanced as we 
are in terms of technology. 
Professor Murai: Is it successful? 
India : Yes. We are now thinking to catch the US market through the African 
market as one station. 
Professor Murai: H ave you already mvested in Japan? 
India: Yes, but I don't have actual examples that I can explain. 
Indonesia: We have invested in Malaysia and Philippines for tower building and 
construction industry. They have some joint ventures with Indonesia and we 
exported experts there. We made very good investment in these countries. This 
national project was mainly operated by Malaysia and Philippines, not our own 
project. 
February 20th, 2003 
Afternoon Session 
Professor Murai: In the morning. India and other participants explained their 
experience in outbound investment. Have you had any experience? How 
about you, Saudi Arabia? 
Saudi: My country, Saudi Arabia stated that government recognized the 
importance of the foreign investment. Our investment in the world, particularly 
in industrial countries in US and Europe and Japan is petrochemicals because 
we have comparative advantage in that. The private investment, total money, 
about 5500 billion dollars, I'm not sure of the exact figure, but around 500 
(note ; the speaker didn't say 5500 this time) billion dollars are invested al over 
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the world concentrating in the industrial countries. Petrochemicals, related to 
the oil products, are our major investment. 
Professor Murai: How f ore1gn mvestment has changed m time span? 
Saudi : For foreign investment, Saudi established a new law in 2000, which is 
Foreign Investment Act. Now we can find how foreign investment increased in 
Saudi Arabia after that Act. I have data that shows how it increased, but I 
cannot prospective and prosperous areas in Asian countries. Now I'm thinking 
of capabilities of, for example, centralized economic corridor or centralized 
economic community. Do you have any idea on how to receive investment from 
other countries ? 
A zerba11an : From other courtiers, smce 1990, we have, m general, 1 billion 
dollars and for foreign investment, we have 8 billion dollars. 
Professor Murai : Are al of th・f f・ ose mvestments rom ore1gn countnes? 
Azerbaijan: No, 70%, f ore1gn mvestment. 
Professor Murai: I mean, without the foreign mvestment m your country, does 
your economy grow up? 
A zerba1Jan: N Because f・ o. ore1gn mvestment 1s important. Many percentages 
are from foreign courtiers. 
Bosnia and Herzegovina : First B osma and Herzegovina has not had any 
outbound investment yet, because we are a small and new country. But my 
country is very interested in foreign investment, FDI, and our action plan is to 
improve foreign direct investments. In my country there are some FDI. In 
2001 we had 168 US million dollars. I can tel you FDI by sectors, which is 
very important for us. Manufacturing sector has 65.6% of FDI and another 
sector, baking shares 50. 7 of FDI. Bosnia and Herzegovina is now trying to 
increase foreign investment, especially in industry sector. 
Cambodia: A ctually m my country, we have no inbound investment. No 
Cambodian companies investing abroad. But many foreign companies are in 
Cambodia. Most of them are Asian companies. I don't have figures with me 
today, sorry. We are trying to attract more investors from overseas because we 
are one of the poor countries in the region. Our priority is infrastructure to set 
up some beauty projects and send them abroad to attract foreign direct 
investment. 
Croatia: First I'd like to talk about inbound investment. Croatia was built in 
1991. Till this moment, it reached to 7.5 billion dollars. Most of it comes 
through privatization process and 62% came from privatization of telecom in 
2001. Most of FDI come from privatization and we are now quite satisfied with 
that because there is no such a big number of new open places and 
unemployment rate is 20% stil now. 
We have many inbound investment in countries surrounding the region. This 
-- - i 
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is normal, because now we are in the process of economic restructuring ; 
companies are not so competitive to be able to go to the developed market. So 
they went to countries such as Czech Republic and Slovakia. In the last few 
years, we had a visible trend. Some of the best companies crossed the border to 
go to developed countries, such as US and European Union. 
You may be familiar with this, and we were in 6 federal republic states called 
Yugoslavia. In Yugoslavia there was no state ownership. It was called'society 
ownership'. When they became independent states, the whole portfolio then 
came to the state agency. It was the reversal process. Because it was different 
model of the Soviet Union. We were not under the Soviet Union. We were 
countries that participated in so called non-sided countries. You may know 
about President Zito, many of African countries and Arabian countries. We are 
neither in Western nor Eastern block. We are like a corridor between them, the 
whole country Yugoslavia. So the whole ownership was not owned in the state 
but it was in the workers. It was called self-governing. Workers and councilors 
are earning whole property and facility. From the workers there is no share but 
they participate in canary decision. It was a similar time in Japan. 
Unemployment is very low. Workers have many rights and it was hard to cut 
off the labor. 
Indonesia: I don't h ave statistic data on outbound direct investment. For 
foreign direct investment I have data. Before the economic crisis in 1997, the 
FDI into Indonesia increased significantly. After this crisis, it suddenly 
dropped. In 1997, we have data of 33.8 billion dollars, and decreased to 13.6 in 
1998, which is a quite significant decrease in one year. Also in 2000, we had 
only 3.5 billion US dollars. Very significant change after economic crisis in 
Indonesia. Well, what else .... I also have data about which country invested 
in Indonesia. In 2002, Japan ranks the fourth place. No. I isSingapore and 
No 2 isHong Kong, which is now returned to UK. In 2002, Japan shared only 
5.2% of the total sum. As to the sector, we have concentrated FDI in the 
industries, food, transportation, warehouse, telecommunication, textile, plastic as 
well as rubber industry. 
Experiences of Outbound Investment 
Professor Murai: P art1c1patmg countries consist of 3 types of economy. First 1s 
Asian countries, and the second is countries where economic transition is taking 
place like Croatia and Bosnia Herzegovina. And the third type of participating 
country is Saudi Arabia, the richest country, richer than Japan. Therefore 
issues of participating countries are quite different. The first one is : what is the 
crucial point in the countries in economic transition such as Croatia and Bosnia 
Herzegovina? Croatia says they have very few state ownership. Have you ever 
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Croatia: We had problems. In 1991 we had the first democratic election of 
national parties. We followed a process of privatization, but we gained no good 
results, because there were many mistakes in this process. First we put al the 
companies in the state agency, and then we had a reversal process. We had 
society ownership then it became state ownership. During this process, many 
companies were sold off at unreasonable price and we saw many corruptions. 
Most of Good and healthy companies were destroyed in that way. Since a new 
government was elected in 2000, privatization process is going on in a better 
way. 
Professor Murai: How about th e s1tuat10n m Bosnia Herzegovma? ． 
Bosnia Herzegovina: In our country th・ ， e s1tuat1on 1s very similar because we 
were in the same country in this period. We have also problems in privatization 
and the privatization in our country has not yet finished. Only small and mid 
size enterprises were privatized. Now the problem exists in large companies, 
especially state-owned companies. As people in the country don't have money 
but foreign money cannot do it either. 
Our government and the World Bank are now working for this field, the 
process of privatization as well as many other areas in our life. We have 
finished setting up Action Plan for improving domestic business environment 
and also for foreign investment. The main topic is corruption, because that is a 
very important matter, there are lots of corruption in our country. We are 
working hard to cut off corruptions. The Action Plan covers business 
legislation, legal system, administrative system, workforce, tax system, customs 
administration, inspection bodies and private sector association. We are now 
trying to do the best for our country. 
Of course we have both positive and negative things on list. One of positive 
things is privatization as we have no direct investment in our country. We have 
joint venture companies and they are functioning very well for national income. 
We have less number of unemployment than before. Our GDP is increasing 
litle by litle, probably in a scale of 10% increase in a year. 
As to the list of negative things, many companies were privatized at the price 
lower than what they really worth. 
Privatization 
Professor Murai: What are negative and positive sectors m Croatia? 
C . roatla:Our successful case is that privatization process went for a good 
direction by insiders, by management and workers. Negative example is that in 
1999 we finished privatization of banking sector, which is completely owned by 
foreigners. All the banking sector is owned by foreign Many of the economist 
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said that we have no power to monitor our own country. Profit comes from the 
outside of the border. If the bank is owned by Italian, then people can get 
cheap loan for Italian cars. There is no major Croatian bank in Croatia. This 
is negative. The central bank is state-owned of course, but the central bank 
cannot influence over development (of investment), while commercial banks can 
take care of them. Now our country is discussing about privatization of energy 
sector strategically, and also of oil company. 
Professor Murai: How b aout other countries? Do you have the problem of 
pnvat1zat10n ? 
Saudi: Yes, we have. After budget deficit several years ago, the government 
started to think privatization of several projects. Last year or the beginning of 
this year, Saudi government decided to take a system to privatize 20 huge 
institutions, such as electric company or project, Saudi Airline or Saudi telecom. 
In the last 2 months, they began to sel the shared of the Saudi telecom and 
collected 1 billion and 500 million Saudi money. Privatization may fantasy. 
This may be a fantasy as Croatia just said, privatization can create employ-
ment. Unfortunately Saudi has seen increasing unemployment because foreign 
workers are more competitive. In Saudi we have about 7 million foreign 
workers. They accept low wages. We are open to anybody who wants to come 
to our country and this removes obstacles on their side. Anyway, privatization 
creates jobs. 
We want to avoid bureaucracy. We see mismanagement of government al 
over the world. This strategy that we are now trying to promote is to correct 
mismanagement of projects and moves them in a right way and to reduce 
production costs, to gain profits and to make them more efficiently. 
Professor Murai: All participants explained the merit and dement of privatiza-
tion. Japan has a good experience of privatization, which is when national 
railway system was privatized. This is a successful case. But in the centrally 
planned countries like Croatia where large enterprises are state-owned, in the 
procedure of transit, state-owned companies should be overcome. 
India: In my country large state-owned companies are now privatized. We have 
a Ministry of Disinvestment. When we became independent in 194 7, we started 
industrialization and the government started to operate large companies, in such 
field of steel, electric and aeronautic. For the last 45 years, it went well. From 
1991, the government started selling equity in al the industries. Now more 
than 50% of stare-owned companies have been privatized in this process. Since 
the foundation of our country in 194 7, we have been democratic people, but the 
liberalization process started to be accelerated since 1991. Now banking sector 
is privatized, IT sector, electric distribution system, electric generation system 
and power generation system are privatized. There is no restricted area for 
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Not al the sector is privatized. In Bangladesh, Pakistan and China people are 
not allowed to enter defense sector because of national security. This area is 
closed. 
European Community 
Professor Murai: N ext question is about membership of EU (European Union). 
A 
How much probability do you think your country have to get the membership? 
zerba11an : We are expectmg to get the membership in EU. We are waiting to 
get the ful membership in a given date in near future. Now EU is under 
pressure to decide whether it includes Turkey or not. We hope we can join 
soon. 
Bosnia and H erzegov1na: We are now a council member of Europe. We have 
created Action Plant to become the member of EU and now we are making 
efforts for that goal, the membership in EU. There are many things for us to do 
and the first thing is to change legislations and the next is to create new 
legislations. We have a very thick book that stipulates al the legislations 
required for us to become an EU member. We are just starting a process of 
stabilization of association and are changing legislations. I think we can be 
accepted as an EU member in 5 to 7 years. 
Croatia : We are in th e same s1tuat10n but we are advanced. We followed and 
concluded about 8% of every stabilization of association agreement. We 
harmonized 8% of legal process. I estimate we will be able to join EU in 3 to 4 
years. 
a so armomze most of legislat10n to comply Bosnia and Herzegovina : We 1 h・d 
with requirements to become an EU member. As far as I know, we have also 
established institutions required to become a ful EU member. In terms of 
environment, we almost apply prerequisite required by EU. Most of legal 
legislations are fulfilled. 
Turkey: As you know Turkey has customs unions with EU since 1996. ・In 
accordance with this customs union rules, we had to adapt commercial laws and 
competition policies based on EU legislation. This was done before 1996 and 
now we apply the same legislations with EU for commercial laws and 
competition policies. In 2001, Turkey was officially declared as a candidate of 
EU member. Since then the government has been promulgating national 
programs to realize al legal adaptation. Up to this date we have seen several 
adaptations and also agreements with IMF standby agreement, board of them. 
They are banking law, elimination of???, electric law, sugar legislation, gas law, 
tobacco law ... and others. 
Turkey: Yes, it includes not only economic laws but also human rights 
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legislations. Protection of human rights or promotion of living standard. 
Legal Infrastructure 
Professor Murai: Next we'll talk about legal infrastructure. All of you have 
foreign investment law, I guess. What kind of laws do you have? Or do you 
have any risks in your country? First example of risks is localization or 
nationalization. I use a wording'creeping nationalization'. Creeping nationa-
lization means severe invasion of your country by foreign investment. Now the 
question is what risks do you have ? And. what restrictions do you have・on 
foreign investment ? 
India : In India industrial policy was enacted in 1991 for both domestic and 
foreign direct investment. Since then several modifications have been made. In 
2002 al the activities are permitted for foreign investment, except for the 
following items ... (End of the tape) 
Professor Murai : I d noesia, could you explain your domestic law? 
Indonesia : I'l expl・ I h . fam 1t tomorrow as ave no m ormat10n today. We have 
restrictions on foreign investment for some sectors, but no restriction on 
investment for al the domestic sectors. 
Board of Investment 
Professor・Murai : N ext issue is board of investment. You have board of 
investment, I guess, and do have one-stop agency? Could you explain? 
Turkey: In Turkey, General Direct Trade for Foreign Investment works as one-
stop agency, but have no one-stop agency. Last year we started a reform plan 
and in this framework we started to establish promotional agency and・other 
programs related to improve investment environment. We are stil arguing 
whether the promotional agency should be national one or privately-owned. 
What authorization we should give to the・policy making is stil under 
discussion. The current problem is the fund. We stil have not decided what 
entity can finance the promotional agency. When we clear this matter, we can 
soon establish a promotional agency. Do you have the agency in Japan? 
I've heard that you had had an agency called FIND (Foreign Investment in 
Japan Development Corporation) that was recently closed. Why? 
Professor Murai : In Japan we are now considering a special Act for promoting 
import. . Since we had long been encouraging export and GATT or WTO 
criticized our policies saying that violated the GATT Article 16. And we 
abandoned the policy encouraging export, but instead we are now encouraging 
import. I do not know if this is functioning well. 
Turkey: As far as I know from the document you have provided, Japan has 
concerns over foreign investment. You don't have enough investment? 
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Professor Murai: For a long time Japan encouraged export and foreign 
investment encouraging policies, but has not making efforts to attract invest-
ment by foreign countries. We do not have special laws on foreign investment 
now. Japan does not have a comprehensive or systematic Act for investment. 
We have policies for attracting foreign investment to Japan, especially in 
financial sector. 
In answering to your question, let me briefly explain form the historical 
aspect how the Japanese policy related to FDI has developed. 
Japan went through the Meiji Restoration in 1868, which was the starting 
point of modernization or industrialization for modern Japan. However, in this 
process of modernization or industrialization, Japanese government was reluc-
tant to introduce foreign investment. They had a negative feeling on foreign 
investors. This feeling is probably shred with colonized countries that then 
became independent. They have a'watch-out'attitude toward foreign investors. 
Through the Meiji Era and even after World War I, the government had 
negative feeling on the introduction of foreign investment. World War II 
devastated Japan and it had no financial capability, in a sense. Even in such a 
situation, foreign investment was not an option for Japan. The government 
continued to keep its negative feeling. In the aftermath of the war, the 
government adopted so called export-oriented policy to recover the economic, in 
20 years from 1953 to 1973. As a result Japan became better off to become the 
top ranking country in terms of the amount of foreign reserve. 
During the course of the changes in Japanese economic situation, other 
countries said that Japan infringed the Article 16 of GATT, now WTO, and it 
almost started to set up a panel to deliberate on this issue. So Japan abandoned 
so called export-oriented policy in that year and changed its policy to shift into 
import encouraging one. This is the overall change in Japanese policy. 
Now FDI is necessary for Japan. I am a bit reluctant to say so but FDI for 
Japanese economy is necessary to boost the economy again. The other day I 
said that last year Japanese government set up a specially designated financial 
zone in Okinawa. It is to attract foreign investment in the designated special 
area, Nago City in Okinawa Prefecture, wishing that this zone attracts 
investment from al over the world. 
Professor Oku : I am a specialist of trade history. As Mr. Murai pointed out, 
before World War I, Japan prohibited introducing foreign investment. 
Although it didn't take FDim it actually loaned money from foreign countries 
and institutions. When the budget was in red, the government depended on 
borrowing from foreign countries., in other words, Japan depended on indirect 
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foreign investment. In short, Japan did not accept direct investment but it 
allowed indirect investment. At times, 10 to 20% of the GDP was compensated 
by loans from overseas countries. That was the situation. 
In 1952 Japan got the membership in IMF and in 1955 in GATT. These 
membership expanded Japan's trade and capital thanks to the rapid growth of 
its economy. However, stil in the rapid growth, Japan kept to take the same 
attitude and borrowed from overseas but never allowed free FDI. 
As Mr. Murai pointed out, in the latter half of 1980s, Japan had trade 
conflicts with other countries, especially with the USA. Taking this situation 
into account, Japan changed its policy and started to expand import. 
My explanation somehow overlaps with Mr, Murai's explanation, but there is 
one thing we have to pay attention to. That is foreign exchange system. We 
took a fixed exchange rate system and had a tendency to depreciate the rate. In 
1971, the fixed rate system set the $1 to¥360. In 1973 Japan appreciated it to 
¥308. ・Then we took a flexible rate system, which we have been keeping up to 
now. There is a famous economist, Robert Mandel, who asserted famous logic 
of triangle. He says it is impossible to realize the three things at one time. The 
three things are liberalization of exchange rate, liberalization of capital and 
liberalization of financial and fiscal liberalization. I would like to emphasize 
that what kind of exchange rate system Japan took is very important. 
Saudi: Thank you for your reply to my friend from Turkey, Mr. Murai. I have a 
question. You just said Japan is trying to attract foreign investors. But 
Japanese economy is characterized by huge foreign assets. It has its own know-
how. Japan is the No. 1 investor in the world. How come Japan has to look for 
foreign investors ? 
Professor Murai: I'm not the expert of this aspect, but I try to do my best to 
answer your question. Japan has huge foreign assets. Somebody describes this 
relation by using wording'to catch a cold'. If Japan withdraws assets from 
other country, say, US, then US may catch a cold. 
These foreign assets may suffer from fluctuation of foreign exchange rate. If 
the dollar continues to being deprecated, then the evaluation of foreign assets 
are also undermined. In this sense, foreign assets are vulnerable to foreign 
exchange rate. You said Japan has some know-how but I'm not an expert of 
this topic and I cannot say we have such know-how. 
Regarding the topic of foreign assets, your country must have foreign currency 
reserves. In case of Japan, after the war, we kept foreign currency reserve in 
dollars. While the economic situation changes, I'm not sure of exact percentage, 
but some of foreign currency reserve must be kept in dollars or euros. To prevent 
risks in foreign currencies, key international currencies should be maintained in a 
well-balanced manner. At present, euro is appreciating, and one euro values 130 
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yen or stronger. 1 dollar to Yen is 117 yen or something. In order to prevent 
risks, foreign currency reserve should be maintained separate in different 
currencies. Anyway, for the growth of economy, foreign currency should be kept in 
either dollars or euros. In the matter of fact, you can not make a contract without 
foreign currency or international key currency, I assume. 
In post-war period, Japan continued to produce their products worldwide and 
saved dollars and therefore foreign currency reserve further increased. 
What key currency do you use for marinating foreign assets? I don't think 
your country work well to keep foreign assets by our own currency. Do you 
maintain them in dollars or in euros? Euro is probably used in European 
countries. I hope Japanese yen is set as international currency. 
Audience: Japanese government actually has been working hard to liberalize 
foreign exchange policy under the pressure from overseas countries. Especially, 
Japan increased foreign reserves. Japan is famous for protecting its domestic 
products and for not making investment to overseas. However, under the 
international pressure, Japanese government as well as business circle has been 
working hard to invest overseas and taking actions. 
I have an impression that Japanese government is very sensitive in fixing 
exchange rate between dollar and yen. Japan took a fixed system for a quite 
long time and the rate was fixed at 360 yen to one dollar. But when the Plaza 
Agrrement as made, the yen was around 240 dollars. After the Plaza 
Agrrement was made in New York, it became to around 140 yen. Since then, 
al after this agreement, Japanese yen has become stronger and stronger. 
Because of this, Japanese business cannot enjoy their expansion of export. Now 
US dollar stands at about 118 yen and the government is working hard to 
escape from the current depressive economic situation. Japanese government 
and businesses would like to devalue Japanese yen, but it is a very difficult 
matter. If Japanese Ministry of Treasure says that one dollar is preferred to be 
160 yen, than we would receive criticism from overseas. It is very delicate 
matter. Whether current value of 118 is correct or not cannot be determined 
easily. Japanese people want cheaper yen and many people know weaker yen 
rescues Japanese economy. However, we cannot say this in a big voice, because 
we will receive severe criticism. It is very difficult to escape from current 
Japanese economic situation in terms of foreign exchange rate. The rate is very 
important element for the economy to turn around but it is a very sensitive and 
very difficult matter. 
Hollowing Out Industry 
Professor Murai: N ext issue. Foreign investment us叫 lycontributes to the 
creation of employment in the country invested and the growth of the economy. 
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But from the opposite view point, workers in the country who establishes its 
manufacturing plant in other country will lose their job in their homeland. For 
example, in Japan, hollowing continues. Another issue is about legal system in 
your country, which is one of the important requirements in FDI. Investment 
has to be done in accordance with the local remedies or contract. At the early 
stage of investment to foreign countries, Japanese companies placed importance 
on labor cost and competitiveness of price. Now it is changing. What has 
become more important is compliance of the laws, I guess. Compliance of laws 
is a very important element and laws and contracts must be observed in every 
country. My question is how is your situation? How the laws or contract in 
your country is observed ? 
India: I think business process of outsourcing has a major role in this issue of 
contract. Now in India, contract system is accepted. Now every business 
organization outsources different work forces from different companies. So, 
contact labor system is acceptable to us. In every sector of business, 
outsourcing is taking place now. 
In order to the security of workers, we now have the latest labor law. We 
have liberalized out labor law in line with WTO regulation. No one can work 
after 6:00 p.m. 
Turkey: I don't understand your question clearly, but try to brief my country's 
contract laws in Turkey. After the Republic was established in 1923, al of the 
civil and criminal laws were adopted from European countries. We adopt civil 
law from Swiss, criminal law from Italy and administrative law from France. 
I'l brief you on what happens when one party breaches a contract. First one, 
in general, is that the creditor will perform specific performance of the contract. 
And if the specific performance is not possible, the party who failed to fulfil its 
duty will compensate the damage. We usually do not use alternative resolution 
system. We have arbitration but have some problems with the enforcement 
office. As far as I know, most of U. S. companies use alternative resolution 
system. They don't go to the litigation system first but try to solve the problem 
through mediation or arbitration. So I don't get your question when you asked 
what other possibilities we have except for mediation or arbitration or litigation. 
What do you mean by that ? 
Professor Murai: Which 1・dispute 1 a ternatlve sett ement method was adopted m 
the Ronald Regan's administration? At that time Japan had a rapid economic 
growth. Then the US government wondered what made Japan so successful in 
contrary to the bad US economy, and they assumed Japan solved conflicts or 
disputes by settlement method. US has found that their litigation cost was too 
high and some even went bankrupt because of this cost, whereas in Japan, the 
most popular method is out-of-court settlement. Knowing this Japanese 
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situation, the US got eager to introduce this solution by them. But from the 
beginning of l 990s the economic situation in the two countries reversed. 
Japanese economy went down while American economy went up, and there was 
no more discussion about how to settle disput~s. In Japan making compromise 
has played a big role in Japan. I guess Asian countries have similar situation. 
But in Europe, Roman Empire started conventions and they have different 
approach to settle conflict from Asian one. Informal compromise is regarded as 
a much better solution in Japan. If we have Asian community like EU in near 
future, we may need another system. In this case, China is also forced to 
comply with the system. 
Divestment in case of failures 
The last issue today. Investment in case of failure in foreign country. In the 
past Japanese companies invested and invested in, for example, China, but they 
were rarely successful. My student is working as legal consultant in Shanghai 
and he says that 90% of the investment was failure. They were obliged to 
withdraw. 
At the initial stage of concluding an agreement, no investor expects a failure 
in their future. Therefore the agreement has no article on failure. What 
happens if a Japanese company invests 49% of capital in a Chinese company, 
but then it fails ? The Chinese company wants to get the capital back but the 
contract stipulates nothing on such a failure. . . . Allthe company dreamed of a 
big success but they have not been successful. This has become a big issue in 
Japan. 
Japanese government has set up special treatment in tax or insurance for 
foreign investment. If investment is failed, the damage can be covered by this 
insurance, but not completely. The tax treatment allows companies to deduct 
30% of loss from corporate tax they have to pay. 
In the morning, Prof. Maekawa explained several reasons for withdrawal of 
Japanese companies, such as misread or mis-forecast of demand, strong 
competition, foreign exchange rate, labor coat or conflicts. Now my question is 
what action do you take when Japanese investment failed although you had 
examined if they are qualified or not and accepted them? 
Saudi: Japan is lucky because they have other channels for investments. In 
general they have good relation with other countries and other countries 
welcome Japan. If I were a Japanese and I am going to invest in Bahamas, but 
found more profitable place to go, then I would go to the next door. This is 
Japanese policy, I know. Actually in Saudi, we had such a case in the contract 
related to oil. They worked for 40 years and both of us were satisfies with each 
other. Then, after Far East, I mean the situation in Asian economy changed, 
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Japan said they would find another place to go and forced us to say negative 
toward them or to do more to them. . In the end the contract was broken. 
Now what we have to do is to set up a regulation and work hard to attract 
foreign investors. 
If foreign investment withdraws, itbecomes concern to me, government officer. 
Even if we have good FDI policies, we can not basically stop the withdrawal. 
There is no scientific method to stop them. If we can, we will review and 
correct our policies to attract foreign investment. And also when we find a 
withdrawing investor, then we will try to find the reason. If the reason is 
something beyond our control, then what we can do is just ask them to stay. 
There are not so many things the government can do to prevent investors to 
withdraw, except for the reason, exchange rate, within the policy framework. 
We will ask their goodwill to stay. 
Professor Murai: We now know the top reason for withdrawal of Japanese 
companies is misread of demand. I want to tel you that Japan has an 
interesting system. Japanese government grants subsidies to the feasibility study 
for foreign investment before companies make their decision on investment. But 
most of the companies do not know about this system. If they had known this 
system, then would have been more successful. This may be one of the 
withdrawals, I think. 
February 21st, 2003 
Morning Session 
Technology Transfer and Legal System 
Professor Murai : Good mornmg. First we are gomg to talk about direct 
investment. Can direct investment contribute to the growth of development 
without transfer of technology? We are going to discuss such an aspect, 
technology transfer, in participating countries. However, al the participants are 
not the expert of technology, and JICA has organized other programs in 
intellectual property or technology. Transfer of technology plays an important 
role in direct investment. 
The First point we discuss is how is the legal system for intellectual property 
in your country? Do you have any experience with technology exporting 
countries? In Japan we import technology but we also export it. I do not have 
the data on the ratio between the two. But I guess technology export is hi.rger 
than the volume of import now. We have imported many intellectual 
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properties. How is the situation in your country? Have you imported 
technology from Japan or other countries? Yesterday Indian participant 
mentioned they have large investment in software technology. If you export it, 
then you get money or receive royalty. This is our first issue to discuss, 
payment of royalty. 
For example, when a licensee in your country concludes an agreement, and 
then he/she has to pay the royalty to the licenser. Then licensee uses foreign 
currency such as dollar, euro or Japanese yen, so foreign currency has some 
important meanings. Do you have any experience to use foreign currency for 
the payment of royalty? 
India: As a member of WTO, India takes actions in line with the WTO 
agreement. We have three laws, diversity of species, protection of plants, and 
intellectual property. The government has set an office and protects intellectual 
property. As to the FDI, we have a government policy and al the royalty is 
paid, however high the payment is. The government does not intervene at al in 
the payment of royalty. You can find what I am saying on the paper. We have 
no limit in the amount of payment. ． 
Indonesia : We h h 1 ave tec noogytransfer from Japanese compames to Indonesian 
companies. Japanese employees train Indonesian workers. Through this 
training, technology transfer takes place. We have a joint venture with Toyota 
and we manufacture MPV (multi purpose vehicle), called KIJAN TOYOTA, in 
Indonesia. We export other types of vehicle to other Asian countries such as 
Brunei. 
Regarding the intellectual property, al the related laws were established in 
2001. So, intellectual properties are protected and if any crime happens, the 
criminal would be imprisoned for up to 7 years or asked to pay 5 million rupees 
at the maximum. 
As to the transfer of technology from Indonesia to other countries, I have no 
idea. 
Saudi: We place importance on foreign investment for the following purposes: 
the development of economy, stability of economy, integration of Saudi economy 
into the global economy, creation of labor, transfer of technology and others. 
Some of foreign countries try to keep their technology within their country and 
do not open it to us. But I have good experiences with Japanese companies, 
and they very helpful. For example Saudi people working in Japanese 
companies are more skilful than those who are working for other countries. 
This means that Japanese people are very helpful and kind enough to teach 
management. 
Turkey: In Turkey, we have very strict regulations on intellectual properties, but 
we have no upper limitation in the payment of royalty for contract-based deals. 
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We can transfer money through the banking system. 
zerbatJan: From the middle of 1990s, we started to establish several laws on 
intellectual property such as copy right law in 1996, patent law in 1997, and 
trade mark protection law in 1998. Thanks to these laws, intellectual property 
is now better protected. We comply with regulations made・in international 
conventions such as Paris Convention for industrial protection or Geneva 
Convention. But in 2001, Azerbaijan was accused by USA as one of the 
countries that fail in protecting intellectual property. 
Cambodia: We mainly import technology but not export it. We have established 
laws such as a patent law and a copy right protection law to protect foreign 
investor and their intellectual property. Last year we adopted an intellectual 
property law to protect investors. We are also a member country of World 
Intellectual Property Organization, WIPO. 
Fotein Currency Exchange 
Professor Murai: Now we have heard ab out several experiences m partic1patmg 
countries. And here, the crucial issue is compliance of intellectual property 
right. My question is how do you regulate foreign exchange act? We've just 
found some countries such as Indonesia, Saudi Arabia and Turkey have no 
limitation in foreign currency exchange. But in Japan, we had a very strict 
limitation in exchanging Japanese currency to foreign one in 1960s and 
companies could not exchange currency without permission from the Finance 
Ministry. 
How about the situation in your country? Do you have any regulation for the 
payment? 
India: Some year ago, we had a restriction, but now it is lifted and we don't 
need to get permission any longer. The government does not intervene into the 
settlement of amount of royalty. 
Establishment of Intellectual Property Law 
Professor Murai: Now I would like to discuss with you on compliance of IPR or 
infringement of IPR. In Japan, just after WWII, we used IPR without paying 
royalty and this was an infringement. Now in Japan, we comply with IPR laws 
more strictly, and the government has been emphasizing a strategy to get money 
through the use of IPR. I think royalty received contributes to the economic 
growth. All the participating countries just said they have IP laws and others. 
Now my question is how is the situation surrounding the compliance of IPR in 
your country? I'l give you one example. Chinese firms do not pay the 
required royalty for the copy right, and they can operate their business at low 
cost. This is one of the infringements of IPR. Japanese companies had a 
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similar infringement in the past. They had to accept litigations or had to settle 
disputes. Now they comply with the rule. 
For the direct investment in other countries, IPR is a very important matter. 
Establishment of legal system to prevent the infringement of IPR is very 
important. How is the situation in your country in this aspect? 
I believe the compliance of IPR has a relationship with export of technology. 
For example, if your country exports technology more and more, then you have 
to comply with the IPR laws more strictly. The situation of the compliance of 
IPR is totally opposite in exporting and importing countries. For example, 
Japan imported and then imported technology after WWII without paying 
royalty to use the pa tent but now they are exporting and they have laws to 
protect their IPR. So, if you are technology exporting country, you need to set 
up strict regulations. 
India: I want to talk abut our experience in bio technology. In northern area in 
India, people grow special agricultural products using their traditional farming 
method. For example, they grow rice that has very nice smell, called'cosmoty'. 
They also export this product cultivated by traditional but very unique farming 
technology. In 1995, this rice was copied and it was applied for its patent in 
US as a different product. Then a research company investigated this matter. 
In the end the copied product whose patent was applied for later was rejected. 
This to~k one and a half year and huge cost. I'm talking about the protection 
of the species. The rice is resistant to pesticides, and copying of this product is 
an infringement of patent. 
In short, traditional and regionally unique farming methods have not been 
documented and not protected at al. This kind of information is not included 
in TRIX and this situation has to be addressed. Regional cultural information 
should be included and protected. 
I have another example to add, which is related to a house construction 
method. A German copied a very traditional and original Indian method of 
housing and brought it with him to his home country. In this method, places 
where to cook or places for other activities are clearly decided. 
Mr. Kinoshita (KCLC): What we are talking about is a very big issue. In which 
side do you stand? From which point of view are you talking? If you are a 
developed country and export technology to developing countries, then you need 
to protect your IPR. But if you are a developing country importing technology, 
the situation is totally different. 
Diversity of resources is actually a very big issue for developing countries. 
When your country has a diverse bio or natural resources, you can export them. 
This is perfectly OK. But when it comes to the matter of the balance of IPR 
between you, the exporting country, and your business partner, you must be 
------- I 
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careful. The Convenstion of Biological Diveristy (signed in Rio De Janeiro on 
June 5, 1992) is based on the contract between the importer and the exporter to 
protect and conserve natural resources in exporting country that is a developing 
country. This is based on contract and the license fee can be negotiated 
between the two parties. This seems to be fair, but it has another aspect to be 
aware. Because it is the matter of the value and volume of information you 
have or you don't have. Developing countries have rich natural resources but 
do not have enough information on the value of the resources. On the contrary, 
developed countries have much information and know the value of resources. 
They can use their information and can use it for their big business. In this 
case, if an agreement is concluded between the two, the developing country who 
exports the resources is inferior because she does not know the value of them 
and can not compete fairly with its business partner from developed country. 
This may be a .scenario of exploitation. 
When making a contract on biological/natural resources, you really have to be 
careful. It has a pit fal. This issue of biological diversity is not included in 
Paris Convention. Not only natural resources but also cultural assets such as 
ethnic design or folklore are not covered. My point is people are always talking 
about IPR standing at the side of developed countries. Import of technology 
surely contributes to your economic development, but at the same time you 
have to pay royalty for a certain period of time.・In this sense, through 
importing IPR from developed countries, you have to look at how to develop 
your original IPR in your country. This brings positive effects to your country 
and contributes to the economic growth. We have to consider to what extent 
the import or transfer of technology helps your economy and how long it does 
so. 
India : I get your point. We should document valuable assets in our country 
before exploitation. We should take a step to document them for protection. I 
think that your point can become an advice for us. 
Mr. Kinoshita (KCLC): I think documentation isn't the only point I made. 
More important than documentation is to raise your awareness of your natural 
resources or cultural・assets. We are now talking about natural resources and 
cultural assets including folklore or other things. This is really a. big 
international issue and I think you need to keep your eye on which direction the 
international move is going to. And also you have to be aware of the value of 
your country's resources. Natural resources and cultural assets are just as 
important as copy right or trade mark. But they are not yet systematized. 
Therefore you have to raise your voices against the international community to 
protect your valuables. This is my point. 
Saudi: African and Arabic countries were colonized by European countries and 
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oil resources were actually exploited in the past. Industrial countries used 
natural resources for their own interests, not for developing countries. We have 
stil such a situation. As you know, African continent has the richest resources 
in the world and industrial countries use them for their own interests. 
For example, oil is sold at 12 to 13 dollars a barrel and final price at the 
market is about 200 dollars a barrel through the process of taxation and 
intermediate margins. Oil is used as a raw material to produce different type of 
things such as clothes, paper or even some kind of food. Sometimes products 
produced from oil are sold at our country at a very high price in the market. 
This situation is very questionable to me. 
Another interesting thing to me is about cultural design. I know one Japanese 
designer who knows Arabic language very well and he designs clothes using 
Arabic characters and sels them to us. We welcome his design but I wonder 
who has the cultural right in such a case. 
Environmental Issues 
Professor Murai: Now let's discuss another issue. Developing countries have 
very serious environmental problems I guess. In 1970s and 1980s we had 
environmental problem caused by industrial development. Do you have any 
environmental problems and specific issues ? 
India: As written in the material you get yesterday, India established environ-
mental protection laws, such as the environment protection law in 1981 and 
water protection law or the ecology protection law. An FDI project in India is 
required to submit detailed document and the Environment and Ecology 
Ministry scrutinize them to asses its environmental impact. 
21 industries are listed and regarded to cause serious pollution and they are 
called red industry and less polluting industries are called green industry. To 
the red industry, we give very strict instructions that are originated in the 
standards in EU or America. Sugar industry causes air and water pollution and 
we need to watch it carefully. But we now have laid down the detailed rules on 
environmental standards, what industries have to do or should no do, or 
facilities. If polluting industry does not conform to the rule, it may be closed 
down. 
We have serious pollution particularly in big cities in India or Bombay and we 
are very concerned about it. Because of the global warming, the temperature is 
going up and up. We are also trying to cut CO2 or sulfur oxides. Pollution 
Control Office monitors the performance of companies. Professor Murai: 
usually most of the firms don't pay a cost for the protection of environment. 
Therefore we have to set a number of incentives to companies to comply with 
environmental laws. Do you have any incentives for businesses? 
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India: Yes, we have one. 25% of the investment for facilities to be built to 
protect env1ronment 1s subsidized. This is the only mcent1ve we have. The 
very important thing for us is to how to deal with industrial wastes. Especially 
waste disposal at hospitals and electric industry is a big issue and we 
established strict guideline for those red industries. They are asked to submit 
proposals for environmental protection before starting a business. 
To protect the environment, what's important is enforcement of law. We did 
not have those laws before 1990s. We've just started to enforce and implement 
laws since 1994. 
I want to add one thing. All the project costing over 500 million rupee, we 
conduct public hearings. Investors have to explain about their environmental 
protection scheme and how they are going to protect water or air toward the 
local community where the plant is going to be built. This public hearing 
system started 4 years ago. This is one of our efforts to enforce regulations. 
Professor Murai: We have a system for big projects. That is environmental 
assessment. 
India : Yes, we submit assessment report before and after the hearing. 
Turkey: We have pollution caused by agriculture-related industry in my country. 
Therefore al the companies have to submit EIA report to the Ministry of 
Environment and it make assessment on their report to see if they protect the 
env1ronment or not. 
February 21st, 2003 
Afternoon Session 
Financial Revolution (Big Bang) 
Professor Murai: J apan 1s now m a trans1t10n period to change its indirect 
financing system to direct one. We call it a financial big ban or financial 
revolution. As the last issue today, we are going to discuss indirect investment. 
Later I'd like to explain about Japanese financial big ban briefly and we sil 
share some more detailed information on it in another occasion. 
The crucial problem for Japan is frequent change of land price that continues 
for a long time, for more than 13 years. This problem will require much more 
time to be solved because Japanese government once failed to control. I think 
the current Japanese situation and its process it is now undergoing gives you a 
good lesson, because you can learn from the Japanese failure. 
In 1960s Japan enjoyed economic growth so much but we now face the bad 
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debt problem. Not only the government but also Japanese firms are responsible 
for this current situation. Yesterday we talked about consequences of Japanese 
failure in investment, in other words, withdrawal. You can learn from the 
negative aspect of Japan and from how Japan is now struggling and how the 
government is trying to change its financial policy. Without a successful 
revolution, Japan cannot rise again. 
Nearly five year ago, we had a currency crisis in Asian countries including 
Thai, Philippines, Indonesia, al around in Asia. Most of them overcame the 
crisis. This year GDP improves 5 or 6% in Thai. You can learn from those 
Asian countries as well. 
Another topic is a change of financial system. I think you know that Mrs. 
Thatcher did a big ban in UK and so did US. In Japan, indirect financial 
institutions played an important role for a long period. This system is not 
working properly any longer. The old-fashioned indirect system sh叫 dbe 
changed. And corporations should be financed directly from the people. This 
change of financial system is another topic. My second question to you is if you 
have such a change in financial system or not. 
Now let's discuss the first topic. How did you overcome a bad debt problem if 
any? 
India: The Malastora state government was troubled by the corruption of Enron 
that failed to satisfy the contract it made with a power company in that state. 
Then the central government came to the rescue and the state could somehow 
purchase electricity in the end. 
We don't have such a problem, but we have a story about a US giant power 
system company, Enron. In Malastora, Enron was supposed to distribute 
thousand megawatts electricity. Unfortunately power purchase agreement, PPA 
failed. Power has to be purchased through Grid. (Note : Gird is used in the 
power distribution system in UK) There was a flaw in the agreement and the 
state government was in trouble (to purchase the power.) Then the central 
government came to rescue and it helped the payment. The company was 
recreated in USA and so we were safe. A big investment was made. The state 
government could not pay to purchase the power. The state government could 
not directly purchase. Anyway, for other reasons, we were safe. 
A Bad Debt in Private Sector 
Professor Murai : You are talking about public sector. I'd like to discuss about 
the bad debt problem in private sector. 
India: No, it happened in the private sector. The company had an agreement 
with the state. As I said the company was recreated in US. There are many 
bad debt problems in the world and many companies have corrupted. The 
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company in bad debt was recreated in US to meet the contractual obligation. 
We did nothing. 
Professor Murai: When loaning, do you hypoth ？ ecate m your country. 
India: We hypothecate the asset created on the rule. Contractual budget. All 
the assets should be hypothecated to financial institution. All kinds of asset. 
Real estate and equipment. 
Now for the liberalization of banks and also for making banks more 
competent, India is promoting measures to deal with the bad debt problem. 
Now the banks have 10 to 12% low-performing assets and they are committed 
to decrease it to 3%. This is one of the measures each bank is advancing now. 
Now in the world, there are lots of non-performing assets, we call it NPA. Each 
bank and financial institution has decided to lower the NPA to 3% by 2005. 
Another measure is merger of banks and financial institutions having a huge 
amount of bad debt. Banks and financial institutions unable to manage their 
business merge with a larger-scale bank or institution. This is taking place in 
India. 
Professor Murai : Do you know why Japan has the bad loan problem ? 
(Participants answered'No.') 
When a financial institution loans to a corporation, its real estate is usually 
provided as a hypothetical value. Some 10 years ago, the price of land sharply 
increased. Then it corrupted suddenly, this is so-called the burst of the bubble 
economy. The hypothetical value plunged suddenly to one tenth or one 
twentieth. This is the background of our bad debt problem. This rapid change 
in land price stil continues. I guess al of you have the same system as 
Japanese one to provide real estate as a hypothetical value. Do you have a 
sharp drop in real estate? 
India : No, because we are developing economy. 
We have the same fast economic growth as in Japan. After the WWII it 
continued for 20 years. But we have no trouble thanks to the financial system. 
When somebody wants to borrow money from a bank, his house or real estate is 
assessed. The bank sets some conditions for its loan and the borrower has to 
sign a contract to admit his house is under control of the bank. If the borrower 
cannot refund, then his house is taken. Because of this control system, we have 
no trouble. This system was created 15 years ago. 
Professor Murai: Hearing your explanation such as Saudi Arabia's comment, I 
now understand we have different systems in finance. 
In Japan our conventional indirect loan system is not functioning properly 
now. After the corruption of the bubble economy, the ratio of debt in Japan has 
been growing more and more, and the ratio of equity has become very small. 
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The government has set up the criteria or standard to maintain the ratio of 
equity at 8% in the banks. But most of the banks don't satisfy this standard. 
Even if Japanese firms needed finance, financial institution did not want to 
loan them any more. Therefore at the time when we had the Hashimoto 
cabinet, it wanted to introduce a new financial system to solve the situation. As 
you know, Japanese people have a huge amount of money but it is sleeping in 
their savings, not invested. Now the government is making efforts to transfer 
such huge money of people into businesses. We are just now changing the 
system so that people can directly invest. Most of the people had no knowledge 
of financing in the past, but now we have established investment firms through 
which people can invest. Now the interest rate for savings in Japan is nearly 
0%, which produces no profit on the savings. Instead of this poor interest rate, 
much more risktaking investment through investment firms is now being 
encouraged. This is the most important plan now in Japan. 
Within the last few years, we introduced a number of systems of entities. 
Holding companies now exist, but they didn't in the past. In the financial 
sector institutions can also establish such holding companies now. We have also 
introduced a division system for companies. Reorganization of company is 
introduced in commerce and taxation. In the past 2-3 years we adopted 
systems to change Japan's financial situation, but I wonder if this is working 
well or not. 
Some schemes are not as effective as they should be. I think the mentality of 
Japanese people has a key in this aspect because they are safe-oriented. They 
don't want to take risk-oriented method eagerly. Japanese government had long 
encouraged safe assets investment and people are used to it. They don't want 
to make a risk-taking investment. 20% of the huge savings is invested in this 
area, but the rest is put in the post office or bank account savings. For the 
bright future in Japan, a country where the sun rises, its financial big ban 
would not be successful without a success in its financial revolution. 
I have now understood you have different systems from Japan and have no 
rapid change in the price of real estate. The Japanese are agriculture people 
and respect real estate. But the price of real estate is not stable but has been 
fluctuating badly for more than 10 years. The real estate is not appreciated for 
hypotication when loaning now. I thought you could learn from our bad debt 
problem, but you have different systems in your country, so I stop discussing 
this problem now. 
Saudi: We have a problem related to this subject. In 1970s, Saudi government 
gained a great sum of money from oil production. The people wanted to share 
the earnings with the government and. expected improvement in social systems 
or their living sta叫ard. So the government established a loan system for 
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industrial and agricultural sectors and also for housing. Everyone who is over 
the age of 21 has a right to apply for the loan if he wants to build a house and 
can get $100,000 without any interest. He can refund it in 25 years. Now the 
problem is that people delay their refund or some people even don't return at 
al. As the government doesn't force them to return the money, some of them 
keep it thinking that the government doesn't need it. Now we are talking about 
how to collect the money and one solution is to deduct the money from the 
salaries of public servants. But it is impossible to do so for workers in 
commercial companies. This is the problem we are facing now. 
Professor Murai: Y・d ou ment10ne you have no mterest. Does 1t come from 
Koran? 
Saudi : Yes. The Koran forbids it. In the Islamic system we cannot force the 
commercial banks not to take interest, but the government representing its 
people can not take interest. We can not do that. 
Professor Murai: It is good that・h y d'd a nc countr oesn t nee toget mterest. I 
guess in Indonesia, most of the people are Islamic. Do you take interest? 
Indonesia : Yes, we have some interest. It's not problem for some people but 
problem for other people. 
Turkey: We have a problem caused by another reason. Banks used to loan the 
companies that they established. All the mortgages shown to the bank are 
failures. The price of assets changes and it does not show the real value. There 
is no coverage for the mortgage. 
When a bank chooses one company for loan, and the company value is zero, 
then it is difficult to loan. So the government set up a developing agency in 
2000 and deal with it. They now apply same ratio. Most of the banks have 
started to operate under this developing control. The problem is insurance 
coverage, 100% of al the deposit insured by the government. Now we are 
discussing if we can maintain this system or not. 
Saudi: I want to make my point clear because some people misunderstand me. 
In Saudi Arabia the financial institutions take interest. But the government is 
different. If I am rich enough to manage large companies and borrow money to 
invest on my companies, then I have to pay interest. But if I am poor and have 
to borrow money to educate my children or improve my living standard, then 
nobody cannot ask me to pay interest. This is forbidden. 
Allocating Financial Assets 
Professor Murai : Thank you for your mteresting comment. Now I want to 
change the subject. How do you allocate your investment or financial assets? 
What is the share? If you have money, how and where do you invest? Only 
in postal savings or bank deposit? 
------~--ー- ----- - ------------ - -—--- -- -
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India: Maybe 17 to 20% of the nation invests in the share market, because 
purchase of shares is only prevailing in the educated people. Share market is 
located in big cities like Bombay or Delhi and on-line purchase or e-systems and 
everything is in there. Only the rich people go there and buy shares. The 
shares of 5-rupee book value is sold in the market at around 6000 times higher 
price. Foreign investors are also allowed to invest in the market. The rest of 
the people invest their money in the bank deposit or postal savings. 
Professor Murai : How about in Saudi Arabia? 
Saudi: People invest in real estate though it doesn't help the economy. But the 
stock market attracts investors as a new market, and people go and experience 
purchasing stocks to get easy money. They invest billions of money daily. 
India: Uni trust investment. They are invested in shares. This is what the 
Japanese are doing. Government money is reinvested in shares to gain more 
profits. Savings upon interest, government securities money, banks'legal 
deposit, etc, al of them are reinvested in the share market. 
Professor Murai: Now let's change th e subJect. In order to get some currency, 
we need to do some export. Japan has a successful experience in export from 
1953 to 1973 and you can read it on my report. We had a number of 
advantages in promoting export and got a large amount of the US dollar. I 
guess you have a special zone to promote your export. If so, please explain 
about it and also about your export promotion policy. 
I think you invest according to the foreign country's requirement. Do you 
have any strict requirement? Japan has very strict one. If you can export 80% 
of your products then you can invest but otherwise no. What is your 
requirement related to export promotion? 
Turkey: In Turkey, there is no such requirement. We have incentive. Investors 
are paid $1,000 for export. This is optional. Other than this, there is no 
requirement. It was $300,000 5 years ago but reduced to only 1,000. 
India: In March 2000, export-related policy was established for the purpose of 
enabling tax free manufacturing for export. Each state has to identify an area of 
at least 1000 square hectors, and the government designates it as a special 
economic zone as duty free area for setting-up facility and exporting goods that 
are manufactured domestically and supplied to foreign countries. These zones 
are concentrated in the coastline area My state is good at software and we are 
now promoting an export promotion plan for electric hardware parts, because 
software industry itself cannot survive without the development of hardware. In 
Kanadical, near Bungalow, we have hardware export spot. 
Seventeen (17) proposals are now being promoted in my country. In each 
special zone, one development commissioner will be given al the related powers 
such as the power of labor department or customs department to create no-
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hustle environment for export. In addition, we have many duty concessions and 
incentives. 
Saudi: Saudi Arabia has a policy to attract FDI. Last year the government 
established a fund to help exporting Saudi products. If a Saudi-Japanese joint 
venture exports to South Africa, then this governmental organization works as a 
coordinator and takes care of the products to be exported. This organization 
takes care of the volume of the goods sold. The fund lends money to the 
company that invests in Saudi Arabia and it recovers it later in 5 or 6 months. 
In this way, the fund promotes export. 
India: The special economic zone I explained is not subject to al prerequisite of 
export obligation. This freedom is given to them. They only pay 80% of export 
tax. But if they sel their product domestically, then they have to pay the 
customs. 
local content requirement 
Professor Murai: One issue I'd like d" to 1scuss 1s the reqmrement. Is any 
requirement applied to US or EU also? I'm talking about local content ratio. 
Us叫 lyassembling firms are required that some percentage of parts should be 
imported from the origin country. If so, the standard or this local content 
requirement is a very important issue. Do you have any local content 
percentage ? 
India: We have such a case in Suzuki, a car manufacturer in India. It started its 
production in 1981. At the beginning, 100% or 90% of the components had to 
be manufactured in Japan, but in 22 years, 100% components are produced in 
India now. Vender development program was promoted. Venders had to 
satisfy the need of their parent company. In the end, al the parts are now 
being produced in India. We have another case in Toyota. 60% of components 
were imported from Japan initially but in 15 years al the parts are now made 
in India. Some part of the management is also done by Indian people. 
Grad叫 transformationor transfer of technology has taken place. 
Professor Murai : How much is th e rat10 of local content ? 
India: They may have had an agreement regulating the local content ratio, but 
I'm not sure. What I know is we had slow transfer of technology and increased 
the ratio of local supply from nearly O to 100%. Through the vender 
development program, small manufactures have gradually satisfied al the 
conditions required by the parent company, such as specifications, drawings or 
design quality. 
Professor Murai : If 100% components are imported from Japan and assembled 
in India, is that car made in Japan or made in India ? What do you think ? 
India : It's made in India : 
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Saudi: I think that is defined in WTO rules or some private rules. We cannot 
easily determine which product is made in which country. 
Professor Murai : For example, UK and U. S. have a very strict policy in local 
content. Japan has one experience with UK. In the midland of UK, several 
Japanese car makers set up their production plants and most of the components 
were imported from Japan. They exported their cars to the European continent. 
The makers said that they were made in Japan, not in UK. However, Mrs. 
Thatcher countered saying they were made in UK, not in Japan. People in 
continental Europe said Japanese firms was hidden in Trojan horse. 
India: What you've just said is very tricky. I will have to investigate this matter 
and come back to you later with an answer. 
Professor Murai : Turkey should apply a strict rule because it will be included in 
EU, I think. 
Turkey: As far as I know, the customs union in EC does not require such the 
root of origin. Wherever the goods are produced, once they enter the customs 
union, then they can be circulated in EU. According to the EU commercial 
agreement, the free trade agreement with the business partner country becomes 
important. This agreement decides that specific products can not be distributed 
in EU. Such a free trade agreement requires the local content and usually the 
content differs depending on the goods. The protocol in the agreement 
stipulates the local content and it decides whether import of the goods is OK or 
not. Origin of the goods changes the tarif. Not only industrial goods but also 
textiles and agricultural goods are severely controlled. 
Taxation 
Professor Murai: 0 ur last issue 1s about taxation. Once I've read a paper 
about Indian tax system and you have differentiation in tax rate between 
resident and non-resident corporations. I think al the non-resident companies 
should be treated in the same way with resident companies. 
India: I have to confirm on this matter. I don't know about the differentiation of 
taxation for company. 
Professor Murai: Japan h p・l t f'd as s ec1a treatmen or non-res1 entcompames. Some 
people say such advantage for foreign investors are not good and should be 
abandoned. In Indonesia, you have abandoned such special treatment for 
nonresident investors. 
Indonesia : Yes, we have abandoned the tax holiday system. The number of 
foreign investors decreased. 
Trukey: If a country applies a tax holiday system to Japanese companies, this 
means the country subsidies the Japanese treasury, not the Japanese companies. 
Am I right? 
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Professor Murai: No. If a J apanese company mvests m a county where a tax 
holiday is applied, then Japanese firms drop out the profit to its home country 
and then they are exempted from the normal tax rate in the host country and 
they don't pay tax at al. 
The host country loses tax income from foreign companies and at the same 
time the Japanese government loses tax revenues due to the tax credit. I think 
this does not benefit both countries. 
If you don't apply tax holiday to Japanese companies, your government can 
benefit from the t訟 revenue. On the contrary, under the tax holiday system, 
the profit of Japanese firms could be deducted in your country. Suppose the 
corporate tax rate is 30% in your country. Because of tax holiday system, 
Japanese companies do not have to pay the tax. 30% can be deductible at the 
Japanese company and that is a loss in the host country. 
Turkey : In our laws, tax is paid on a yearly basis. But the Japanese companies 
pay at usually a lower rate than the corporate tax and that is 10 to 12%. 
Professor Murai: We h ave tax-sparmg credit. This is not to pay tax because of 
tax holiday in the host country. If Japanese government imposes tax on profits 
of Turkey, then the tax holiday in your country becomes meaningless. 
Therefore, we gave up imposing tax on profits. through taxsparing credit. If 
normal tax rate is 30%, then 30% of the profit can be deducted. By the use of 
tax-sparing, imposing tax could be deducted. We have concluded such protocol 
with Turkey. Japanese government has no other tax incentives. I'l confirm on 
this matter. 
India: I checked the point of tax differentiation on the paper submitted in 
December 2000. It says there is no differentiation for non-resident and resident 
companies but it exists for domestic companies. 
Professor Murai: Time for our d" 1scuss10n 1s over. Thank al participants for 
your time and active discussion. 
End of Discussion 
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Azerbaijan 
Questions Answers 
basic laws encouraging or regulat- • The law of Azerbaijan Republic on protection of 
ing FDI into your country foreign investment 
substance of laws applying to the • 49% limit on strategic goods, e. g. oil, gas, cotton, 
formation of companies by foreign oil 
capital; (a) limits imposed on 
investment share of foreign capital 
(b) regulation of local fund pro- • no regulation 
curement 
(c) regulation of reinvestment and • no regulation 
transfer of funds abroad 
(d) export promotion, regulations • no regulation 
stipulating compulsory export 
(e) minimum figure for foreign 
investment 
(f) regulation to protect workers • Social security law 
• Labor law 
(g) regulation to protect environ- • National Environment Law 
ment 
(a) Tax incentives • Yes. Custom duties exemption 
(b) T ax m. cent1. ves m the Tax • Avoidance of double taxation agreements with 13 
Conventions countnes 
laws regarding to "Export Proces- • None (The law on Free Zone is under discussion) 
sing Zone" or other similar Free 
Trade Zone 
(a) labor 
(b) environment 
(c) tax • No customs duties 
(d) others 
bilateral and regional economic • Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) 
agreements • Economic Corporation Organization (ECO) 
differences between Japanese and ・JapaneseInvestors invest in various sectors, while 
other foreign enterprises investing other foreign investors mainly in oil sector. 
in your country 
-● ----- -~-- I 
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Bosnia-Herzegovina 
＃ Questions Answers 
basic laws encouraging or • The B-H (Bosnia-Herzegovina) Law on the Policy of 
regulating FDI into your Foreign Direct Investment 
1 
country • implementing regulations (standards for compensation in 
case of expropriation, instruction on registration, instruc-
tion on reciprocity etc.) 
• The Law of Profit Tax 
substance of laws applying to • 49% limit on ownership, and prior approval required 
the formation of companies (only for investment in the defense industry or in the 
by foreign capital; (a) limits media) 
imposed on investment share 
of foreign capital 
(b) regulation of local fund 
procurement 
(c) regulation of reinvest- • no regulation 
ment and transfer of • no tax for reinvestment (the Law of Profit Tax) 
funds abroad 
2 
(d) export promotion, regula-
tions stipulating compul-
sory export 
(e) minimum figure for fore- • 1000 EURO (a single person); 5000 EURO (more than 
1．gn in． vestment one person incorporates the business) 
(f) regulation to protect work- • Labor laws : working hours -40 hours a week ; employees 
ers are entitled to form and/or to join trade unions ; entitled at 
least 18 days annual leave. 
(g) regulation to protect en- • The CoM B-H (in line with Basel Convention, ADR 
v1． ronment Agreement) ban exports, imports, or transit of specific 
goods across B-H to prevent danger to human lives or 
environment. 
(a) Tax incentives • Yes. Reduction of corporate income tax for S years equal 
to the percentage of foreign capital, provided the foreign 
capital is greater than 20%. (The Law on Corporate 
Income Tax in the Federation of B-H) 
3 • Exemption from custom duties for equipment and machin-
ery imported as direct foreign investment (The Law on 
Customs Policy of B-H) 
(b) Tax incentives in the Tax 
Conventions 
laws regarding to "Export Pro- • The Act on Establishing Free Zone in the Court Register 
cessing Zone" or other similar 
Free Trade Zone 
4 
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(a) labor 
(b) environment 
(c) tax • no tax and contributions except tax and contributions 
related to salaries and wages 
• exemption of custom duties and other tarifs 
(d) others • The users of free zone can rent land or facilities within 
the zone for a long time period (maximum 30 years) 
bilateral and regional econo- • EU Export Policy for B-H : al goods that fulfil EU 
mic agreements technical-technological standards and conditions can be 
imported in to al 15 EU countries until the end of 2005. 
• Preferential export regimes with many developed 
countries : B-H goods have specific preferential regimes 
for exporting to USA, Japan, Russia, etc. 
• Free Trade Agreements . to increase trade, to improve 
the capacity of market and to attract FDI. 
• Bilateral Trade and Investment Promotion Agreements 
differences between Japanese 
and other foreign enterprises 
investing in your country 
Croatia 
Questions Answers 
basic laws encouraging or • Investment Promotion Law (2000) - introduction of 
regulating FDI into your investment incentives (incentive measures, tax and tariff 
country privileges) 
• law on Free Zones (September 2002) 
• Establishment of new independent trade and investment 
promotion agency (October, 2002) 
• Preparation of Law on Business and Technological Parks 
substance of laws applying to • no limits imposed on investment share of foreign capital. 
the formation of companies 
by foreign capital ; (a) limits 
imposed on investment share 
of foreign capital 
(b) regulation of local fund • now in transformation process. 
procurement 
(c) regulation of reinvest-
ment and transfer of 
funds abroad 
(d) export promotion, regula-
tions stipulating compul-
sory export 
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(e) minimum figure for fore-
1gn investment 
(f) regulation to protect 
workers 
?
• 4mill. HRK (regulated by the article 4 of Investment 
Promotion Law) 
• The Labor Act Oanuary 1996 - in harmony with the 
conventions of the International Labor Organization. 
Working hours (40 hours per week), vacations and other 
leave (at least 18 working days), forms of protection in 
case of maternity leave or for employees who are 
temporarily or permanently disabled ; The procedure for 
the termination of the work contract, i. e. the reasons for 
a regular and irregular notice of dismissal. The Act 
stipulates an'obligatory programmed in cases of redun-
dancy due to different changes in the organization, or 
some economic・or technical changes if they result in the 
dismissal of more than 10% of the labor force or the 
dismissal of more than 20 work contracts within a 
nionth. 
(g) regulation to protect en-
vironment 
• National Environmental Strategy (Offi.cail Gazette No. 
46/02 dated 29 April 2002) 
• National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP) (Official 
Gazette No. 46/02 dated 29 April 2002) 
• Preparing to sign and conclude Kyoto Protocol 
• L aw on Environmental Protect10n 
• By-Law on Quality Standards for Liquid Oil Fuels 
Coritingency Plan for Accidental Marine Pollution in the 
Republic of Croatia 
• Environmental Protection Emergency Plan 
• By-Law on Conditions for Issuing Permits for Performing 
Professional Environmental Activities 
• By-Law on Beach Water Quality Standards 
• By-Law on Environmental Information System 
• Rule Book on Environmental Emission Inventory 
• Rule Book on Awards and Prizes for Environmental 
Achievements 
• Rule Book on Environmental Label 
• Rule Book on Environmental Inspector's Official Identity 
Card 
• Instructions on the Form 
• The Tenor and the Manner of Keeping Records of 
Inspections Performed by Environmental Inspectors 
(a) Tax incentives 
?
• Yes. *reduction of corporate taxes 
• The Corporate Income Tax Act —lower tax rates for 
mvestments 
(b) Tax incentives in the Tax 
Conventions 
laws regarding to "Export 
Processing Zone" or other 
similar Free Trade Zone 
• The Law on Free Zones 
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(a) labor • Domestic and foreign persons may be the users of a Zone 
under equal terms 
(b) environment 
(c) tax • No customs duties or taxes and no other economic 
obligations 
• Profit tax amounting to 50% of the prescribed rate. 
• Exemption from paying profit tax in the first 5 years of 
doing business 
(d) others 
bilateral and regional econo- • WTO, GATT, The Information Technology Agreement, 
mic agreements • The Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA), 
• The Interim Agreement, The Free Trade Agreement 
with: EU, (Interim, SAA), EFTA, CEFTA, Albania, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Czech Republic, Bulgaria, 
Hungary, Lithuania, Macedonia, Moldova, Poland, 
Slovenia, Turkey, and Yugoslavia. 22 Agreement on the 
avoidance of double taxation (Albania, Austria, Bulgaria, 
Canada, China, Czech Republic, Hungary, Greece, Italy, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Malta, Netherlands, Po-
land, Romania, Russian Federation, Slovak Republic, 
Republic of South Africa, Switzerland, Turkey, and 
Ukraine), Agreements on the Reciprocal Promotion and 
Protection of the Investment. 
differences between Japanese 
and other foreign enterprises 
investing in your country 
Turkey 
Questions Answers 
basic laws encouraging or • The GDFI (General Directorate of Foreign Investment) 
regulating FDI into your act・promoting foreign direct investment, issuing permis-
country sion and registration, granting incentives to investors, 
and canceling permission certificates and registration 
substance of laws applying to • 20% in broadcasting and 49% in aviation, maritime 
the formation of companies transportation, ports, fish-processing and value-added 
by foreign capital; (a) limits telecommunications services 
imposed on investment share • not allowed in real estate trading 
of foreign capital • special permission required in financial, petroleum and 
mining sectors 
• no limitation in other sectors 
(b) regulation of local fund • no limitation 
procurement 
- -____ __j 
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(c) regulation of reinvest-
ment and transfer of 
funds abroad 
• Profits and capital funds may be reinvested, be added to 
the principal foreign capital or be transferred abroad in 
the national currency of the principal foreign capital. 
• permission required in the case of liquidation 
(d) export promotion, regula-
tions stipulating compul-
sory export 
2 I (e) minimum figure for fore-
ign investment 
• a minimum of US $50,000 per person 
(f) regulation to protect• 45 hours work a week 
workers• Overtime not exceeding 3 hours a day or 90 days a year 
• Overtime rates : 50% daytime premium on・weekdays 
and Saturdays, 100% on Sundays and holidays 
• Minimum wage 
• Fringe benefits (meals, transportation, yearly bonuses, 
etc.) 
• Severance pay 
• Social security system (benefits for industrial accidents 
and sickness, health insurance, maternity, disability, old 
age and death, medical care) 
• Social security contributions : around 19.5-25% and 
14% 
(g) regulation to protect en-
vironment 
• The Law of Environment : The Ministry of Health or 
Ministry of the Environment investigate industrial pollu-
twn 
(a) Tax incentives 
?
• No specific incentives. 
• Equal treatment as local domestic companies. 
• Incentive certificate from the General Directorate of 
Foreign Investments (GDFI) - in order to be qualified 
for investment incentives. 
• The general incentive scheme: Exemption from customs 
duties and fund levies; Investment allowance; VAT 
exemption for imported and locally purchased machinery 
and equipment; Exemption from certain taxes, duties 
and fees. 
(b) T ax incentives m the Tax 
Conventions 
laws regarding to "Export j• Free Zones Law (1985) 
Processing Zone" or other 
similar Free Trade Zone 
(a) labor 
?
• The Labor Law: A trial period termination 
• Provisions of the Social Security Regulations of the 
Republic of Turkey: The social security system - Be-
nefits for industrial accidents and sickness, health insur-
ance, maternity, disability, old age and death; Medical 
care; Minimum wage; The termination of a labor 
contract. 
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(b) environment 
(c) tax • Exempted from al taxes (corporate, personal, VAT), 
customs duties, exchange charges and stamp duties. 
(d) others • Sales to the domestic market allowed in Turkish Free 
Zones 
bilateral and regional econo- • TRIPS・Free Trade Agreement with the EFT A 
mic agreements • Economic Corporation Organization (ECO) 
• Black Sea Economic Co-operation (BSEC) 
• Bilateral agreements wit twelve countries 
• Bilateral agreements for the promotion and protection of 
foreign direct investment 
differences between Japanese • The share of Japanese investments —about 6% (in the 
and other foreign enterprises automotive, construction, energy and infrastructure, 
investing in your country general trade and insurance) 
• Agreement for the Avoidance of Double Taxation 
• Bilateral free trade agreements with 12 countries : Legal 
basis of trade btw parties, based on free market principle 
and on arrangement in accordance with WTO 
• Bilateral investment promotion and protection treaties 
with 59 countries : establishment of a favorable invest-
ment climate. 
Saudi Arabia 
Questions Answers 
basic laws encouraging or regulat- • The Foreign Investment Act 
ing FDI into your country 
substance of laws applying to the • Projects jointly owned by national & foreign inves-
formation of companies by foreign tors 
capital, (a) limits imposed on • Project fully owned by foreign investors 
investment share of foreign capital 
(b) regulation of local fund pro- • No regulations 
curement 
(c) regulation of reinvestment and • No Tax for reinvestment 
transfer of funds abroad 
(d) export promotion, regulations 
stipulating compulsory export 
(e) minimum figure for foreign • SR25,000,000 for Agricultural Projects 
investment • SR5,000,000 for Industrial Projects 
• SR2,000,000 for other projects 
(£) regulation to protect workers • Labor Act 
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(g) regulation to protect environ- • Saudi General Organization of Environment 
ment 
(a) Tax incentives • Reviewing the taxation system is in processing. 
3 (b) T ax m. cent1ves m the Tax • Avoidance of double taxation agreements with some 
Conventions countries. 
laws regarding to "Export Proces-
sing Zone" or other similar Free 
Trade Zone 
(a) labor • Foreign Investor have the right to bring and sponsor 
4 their non-Saudi employees 
(b) environment 
(c) tax 
(d) others 
5 
bilateral and regional economic 
agreements 
differences between Japanese and 
6 other foreign enterprises investing 
in your country 
Cambodia 
＃ Questions Answers 
basic laws encouraging or • Law on Investment 
I 
regulating FDI into your …Tax incentives 
country • Sub-decree on Implementation of the Law on Investment 
of the Kingdom of Cambodia 
substance of laws applying to • no restriction on the percentage of equity for foreign 
the formation of companies nationals 
by foreign capital; (a) limits • All import-export business have to apply with the 
imposed on investment share Ministry of Commerce for the registration and the 
of foreign capital formation of the company and it is restricted to 51 % of 
local and 49% of foreign shares 
(b) regulation of local fund 
procurement 
(c) regulation of reinvest- • Free repatriation of profit whether transfer abroad or 
ment and transfer of distributed within the country 
2 funds abroad 
(d) export promotion, regula-
tions stipulating compul-
sory export 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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(e) minimum figure for fore- • Over US $500,000-
ign investment 
(f) regulation to protect 
workers 
(g) regulation to protect en- • An Environmental Protection and Resource Management 
v1ronment Law (1997) 
(a) Tax incentives • A corporate tax rate of 9% for al foreign enterprises 
except for some industries 
• A corporate tax exemption of up to 8 years 
• Non-taxation on the distribution of dividends or profits 
or peoceeds of investments, whether transferred or 
distributed within the country 
• 100% import duty exemption on construction materials, 
production equipment, intermediate goods, raw materials 
and spare parts used by : 
-export-oriented projects with a minimum of 80% of the 
production set apart for export 
-projects located in a designated Special Promotion Zone 
listed in a development priority list issued by the council 
-projects in tourism 
-projects in labor-intensive industries, processing indus-
tries, and agro-based industries 
-projects in physical inrastructure and energy 
• 100% exemption of export tax 
(b) Tax incentives in the Tax 
Conventions 
laws regarding to "Export • under consideration 
Processing Zone" or other 
similar Free Trade Zone 
(a) labor • women employment are encouraged. 
• Expatriate employees & employers are allowed. 
(b) environment 
(c) tax 
(d) others 
bilateral and regional econo- • Bilateral Investment treaties with 1 coutries of OPIC 
mic agreements • FTA with ASEAN members 
differences between Japanese • No difference 
and other foreign enterprises 
investing in your country 
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India 
＃ Questions Answers 
basic laws encouraging or regulat- • New Industrial Policy 1991 of Government of India 
1 
ing FDI into your country (liberalization and economic reforms of industrial 
and trade sector) 
• Foreign Exchange Management Act 1999 
substance of laws applying to the • being allowed to invest up to 20%-100% depending 
formation of companies by foreign on types of industry 
capital; (a) limits imposed on 
investment share of foreign capital 
(b) regulation of local fund pro-
curement 
(c) regulation of reinvestment and 
transfer of funds abroad 
2 
(d) export promotion, regulations 
stipulating compulsory export 
(e) minimum figure for foreign 
investment 
(f) regulation to protect workers • Indian labour laws: payment of minimum wages 
act, bonus act, ESI act, PF act, etc. 
(g) regulation to protect environ- • Environment Protection Act (1986), 
ment • Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution)Act (1981), 
• Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution)Act 
(1974) 
(a) Tax incentives 1. Excise relieves 2. Reduction in custom duties 3. 
Tax holiday for 5 years to new industrial undertakings 
4. Complete Tax holiday in the power sector 5. Tax 
exemption for profits from software exports 6. Tax 
holidays for units in software and hardware technology 
3 parks 7. Facilities to repatriates with any capital 
appreciation, free remittance of royalties, tech fees, 
dividends, interest, etc. 
(b) Tax incentives in the Tax 
Conventions 
laws regarding to "Export Proces-
sing Zone" or other similar Free 
Trade Zone 
4 
(a) labor 
(b) environment 
(c) tax • The exim policy 2002 
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(d) others 
5 
bilateral and regional econo-
mic agreements 
differences between Japanese 
6 and other foreign enterprises 
investing in your country 
Indonesia 
??
Questions Answers 
basic laws encouraging or 
regulating FDI into your 
country 
• Foreign Investment Law No. I Year 1967 
…Several sectors are prohibited for foreign investment due 
to some political considerations. 
(Ibid.: Presidential Decree No. 96 Year 2000 jo. No. 118 
Year 2000) 
. Land use is regulated under Building on Land Rights, 
Cultivation on Lamd Rights, and Utilization Rights. 
• New law is under draft (the present laws "Domestic 
Capital Law" and "Foreign Investment Law" will be 
unified.) 
. under this new law, national and foreign investors will be 
treated equally. 
substance of laws applying to 
the formation of companies 
by foreign capital ; (a) limits 
imposed on investment share 
of foreign capital 
?
• Foreign Investment Law No. 1 Year 1967 
…Foreign Direct Investment (FOi) companies are estab-
lished under the Indonesian legal system. 
. The operating License of FOi companies is 30 years and 
it can be extended for another 30 years. 
(Ibid.: Government Regulation No. 9 Year 1993 con-
cerning The Period of PMA License Operation) 
• Government Regulation No. 20 Year 1994/Minister of 
Investment Decree No. 15/SK/1994 
. The FOi companies in infrastructure projects should be 
established by way of joint ventures between foreign and 
Indonesian partners provided that Indonesian share is 
maintained at least 5%. 
. There is no obligation for FDI to share a capital to 
domestic companies upto 15 years started from the 
company production. However, after this period, about 
5% of its capital share should be sold to domestic 
company. 
(b) regulation of local fund 
procurement 
(c) regulation of reinvest-
ment and transfer of 
funds abroad 
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(d) export promotion, regula-
tions stipulating compul-
sory export 
(e) minimum figure for fore-
ign investment 
(£) regulation to protect • Law No. 12 / 1964: "Law off worker in private 
workers company"; Law No. 22 / 1957: "Solution of dispute 
among labors" 
…Companies should not try to lay off their workers. The 
workers can be laid off based on some specific reasons. 
(g) regulation to protect en- • Law No. 5/1999: "Conservation of Natural Resource of 
v1ronment Ecosystems and Animals" 
(a) Tax incentives •No; Tax holidays were eliminated. 
• Ministry of Finance decree No. 135/KMK. 05/2000 jo. 
No 28/KMK. 05/2001 Concerning the Import Duties 
Relaxation on Capital Goods and Material/ Semi 
Finished Goods 
• Ministry of Finance Decree No. 571/KMK. 04/2000 and 
Government Regulation No. 148 Year 2000 Concerning 
Income Tax Facilities on Certain Location 
3 • Government Regulation No. 20 Year 2000 Concerning 
Fiscal Facilities on integrated economic development 
Zone (KAPET) 
• Government Regulation No. 12 Year 2001 and Ministry 
of Finance Decree No. 155/KMK. 03/2001 Concerning 
value Added Tax Exemption on Imported Capital Goods 
and Plant Equipments Excluding Spare-Parts 
(b) Tax incentives in the Tax 
Conventions 
laws regarding to "Export • Batam Island 
Processing Zone" or other 
similar Free Trade Zone 
(a) labor 
(b) environment 
(c) tax • No import/export duties. 
4 • Income tax and VAT are exempted for maximum 5 
years. 
(d) others • Allowance to establish 100% foreign ownership. 
• Streamlined process for foreign investment. 
• Foreign investment license for 30 years and extendable. 
• Simple immigration procedures for expatriates. 
• Land lease up to 80 years and extendable. 
• Easy import and export procedures. 
5 
6 
＃ 
1 
2 
3 
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bilateral and regional econo-
mic agreements 
differences between Japanese 
and other foreign enterprises 
investing in your country 
Myanmar 
Questions Answers 
basic laws encouraging or reg- (1) The Union of Myanmar Foreign Investment Law 
ulating FDI into your country (a) Promotion and expansion of exports; (b) Exploita-
tion of natural resources which requires heavy 
investment: (c) Acquisition of high technology; (d) 
Supporting and assisting production and services involv-
ing large capital; (e) Opening up of more employment 
opportunities , (£) Development of works which would 
save energy consumption , and (g) Regional develop-
ment. (2) The State-owned Economic Enterprises Law 
(3) Myanmar Citizens Investment Law 
substance of laws applying to • a sole proprietorship, a partnership and a limited 
the formation of companies by company — 100% foreign capital 
foreign capital; (a) limits im- • a joint venture — at least 35% 
posed on investment share of • Under production sharing contract with the State-
foreign capital owned economic enterprises 
(b) regulation of local fund pro-
curement 
(c) regulation of reinvestment 
and transfer of funds abroad 
(d) export promotion, regula- • No fee levied for export license except for logs 
tions stipulating compulsory • minimal customs duty levied on some commodities 
export • income tax relief up to 50% on the profits 
(e) minim um figure for foreign • US $500,000 for manufacturing; US $300,000 for ser-
mvestment vices 
(f) regulation to protect workers • The Myanmar Labour Law 
(g) regulation to protect en-
vironment 
(a) Tax incentives 
(b) T ax m. cent1. ves m the Tax • Exemption form income tax for 3 years 
Conventions • Exemption or relief from income-tax on reinvested 
profits within 1 year 
• 50% relief from income-tax on profits accrued from 
exports 
• deduction 
• exemption or relief from customs duty, etc. 
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laws regarding to "Export Pro-
cessing Zone" or other similar 
Free Trade Zone 
4 
(a) labor 
(b) environment 
(c) tax 
(d) others 
bilateral and regional economic • Bilateral investment agreements with Vietnam, Philip-
agreements pines, Republic of China 
5 • Bilateral trade agreement with Republic of Korea, 
People's Republic of China, Thailand, Bangladesh, 
India, Pakistan, Vietnam, Laos, Philippines, Malaysia, 
and six countries in Eastern Europe. 
differences between Japanese • No difference 
6 and other foreign enterprises 
investing in your country 
